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SCHOOL NOTES.

"The Old Order changeth" and all have missed the
accustomed daily control and guidance of Mr. Bryant.
It has been good, however, to see him frequently visiting
the School and on the Sport's field, and we are delighted.
that he and Mrs. Bryant are to be with liS on Sport's
Day.

We offer our warm congratulations to Dr. F. Goodman
on his appointment as Justice of the Peace. Dr. Goodman
is not only a Governor and the Medical Officer, but a
very active support and friend, of the school.

We al<;o offer our heartiest congratulations to
(1) G. T. Richardson on gaining a Lindsey Senior

ScholarshIp, We understand the competition and standard
for the Senior this year was higher than usual.

(2) To the four members of the School who won the
Ironstone Area Challenge Cup in the 1 mile School Relay
race at the Scunthorpe Sports Meeting.

(3) To the Old Boys whose successes are recorded
elsewhere in this issue.

We gratefully acknowledge the gift of a Silver Cup by
Mr. G. H. Tate of Winterton. The Sports Committee
have decided that it shall be used as the Challenge Cup
for the under 12 events.

At the beginning of the term an Atco \lower made its
appearance on the playing fields with the result that the
grass has been kept down. cricket has been possible, and
incidentally Neale has had considerable exercise.

This term an attempt has been made to arrange "Cricket
Sides" for the whole school, and considering the inexper-
ience of Side Captains, the reluctance of the sun to make
prolonged appearances, and the constant difficulties with
bus officials the result has been encouraging. Next season
we shall hope to make the "Cricket Side" more successful.

We were not able to make use of the Swimming Bath
until almost half-term, but since then it has been in
constant use, and many certificates have been~gained.J

An "Eclipse Party" of 32 left the School for Leyburn
Yorkshire at 9-20 p.m. on 28th June. Although we did
not see the corona, we had glimpses of the sun.during its
partial eclipse and felt his awe-inspiring majesty during
the seconds of totality. We spent several hours along "The
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Shoal" Wensleysa]e and occasionally thought of others at
work in Schoo\. The experience of the journey was good
for all, and we shall anticipate other excursions in the
future.

During the term the canvas partition or screen (the
correct terminology is doubtful) in Hut 3 has been replaced
by a wooden partition. Now the movements and sonorous
voices of IVa are Jess audible in Vb. Form Room.

Many additions haxe been made to the Schoo] Lending
Library, and we should like to hear next term that every
boy in the schoo] has become a member and user of the
librarv.

Owing to the appearance of a new School at Scunthorpe
about 30 of our present members are transferring their
allegiance. We regret their going but wish them happy
and successful careers in their new schoo\.

The School Prefects this term are W. Levinson, D.
Gilgallon, R. M. Morgan, and R. D. Moody.

The new school cap has appeared. It is of a dark blue
colour with the Nelthorpe Arms as a crest, very similar to
the School Cap of a few years ag-o. The cap is much more
destinctive and exclusive than the old 'Jne, and we hope it
will meet with general approval even from parents. Mr.
W. H. Shaw, Markpt Place, Brigg has been appointed the
School Outfitter for this part of the school outfit.

O.B.A. NOTES.

OLD BOYS SUCCESSES.

R. O. Lee, 1917-24) was placed in the Final Honours'
Lists (2nd Class) Natural Science Tripos, Cambridge
University.

A. B. Adamson, (1920-24-) WflS placed in the Pass
List Part 1 of the Honour School of Natural Science.
Oxford Univereity.

A]an R. Thompson (1917-22) was successful in the
Final Examination of the Law Society held in London
in June. Thompson is articled with Mr. R. A. C. Symes
of Scunthorpe.
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SCHOOL LISTS.

CRICKET.
Captain. E. Levinson.
Vice-Capt. P. D. J. Gibbon.
Colours. E. Levinson, Gibbon, Thompson, Bell, Richard-

son' Brown W., Oates, South, Clark J., Sumpter W.
and Moody.

SELECTION COMMITTEE.
Mr. Knight, E. Levinson, P. D. J. Gibbon.

LIBRARY.
Committee. Mr. M. Gaze and Mr. A. E. Reed, The Sixth

Form. One representative from each form.
Librarians. Mr. M. Gaze and Mr. A. E. Reed.
Sub-Librarians. Gilgallon D., Smith G. W: Dobson,

Richardson and Moody R.

HOUSE CAPTAINS.
School House. Brown VV.
Nelthorpe House. Richardson
Sheffield House. Levinson E.
Yarboro House. Scott K.

G. T.

BOARDER'S NOTES.

The School house has maintained its numerical strength
and except for four cases of mumps, there has been little
interference with work or play during the term. The
Boarders, in particular are very appreciative of the fact
that there have been two week-ends when they could go
home. W. Brown was unanimously elected at the beginning
of the term to captain the House at Cricket, supported by
Gibbon as Vice-Captain. They have been ably assisted by
the other members of the Committee :-J. Clark and B.
Thompson, (senior members), C. H. Temperton (Junior
member) and H. C. Slingsby (Secretary).

The House has been well represented in the School
Cricket Matches; W. Brown, Gibbon, Bell, Thompson and
Clark J. have played regularly and D. E. Riggall
occasionally for the First Eleven, while Spilman, Curring-
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ham, Rose, Button and Pool have turned out for the
Second. J. Clark is to be congratulated on receiving his
School Cricket colours. In Inter- House Cricket, we have
been fortunate enough to gain, so far, the maximum number
of points. The 1st XI. match against the Nelthorpes was
perhaps the most exciting, as it was won by so narrow a
margm.

Sports Day is very near and although the Boarders hope
to be successful, collectively and individually, they realise
that at least one of the other Houses is making a very
determined attempt to win the Cock House Cl1pS from
them. This Summer has been no exception to the rule.
Training for the Sports has gone on regularly, before
breakfast and after supper. The keeness is reflected in the
fact that fifty-one out of the fifty-four boarders are com-
peting in the Heats and Finals on Sports Day. The
boarders wish to thank the Resident Masters for the
encouragement that has been given to them in their
athletic activities.

Owing to the absence of really fine weather and summery
days this term, the House has not had as much opportunity
as usual for Swimming. Some boys have learned to swim,
others have made very good progress and a considerable
number have entered for the Swimming Sports now in
progress. Tennis has not been in full swing this term; two
courts have been available again, and owing to the war
made by Mr. Gosley on plantains, they are in a much
better condition. The top floor boys have had the exclus-
ive use of one court and the New Lower Dormitory of the
other. These boys, who are very keen and show promise,
must remember that Cricket must always come first, with-
out being continually reminded of this fact.

All the boarders welcome very heartily the arrival of the
new School Cap, or rather the pre-war cap in its slightly
changed form.

\Ve are losing quite a number of our Senior Boys this
term. A. R. Robinson, who has been a Boarder for nearly
seven years and is Senior House Prefect, will shortly take
up a business career. Business also claims W. Brown, B.
Thompson and Andrews. W. Brown has rendered loyal
service to the House as Captain of Cricket and Football.
He and Thompson have played regularly for the School
and have been awarded colours. Cunningham, we hear, is
completing his education at Burnley Grammar School, and
is soon to become an oculist; he has played for the second
XI. Ascott is going to another School, Oakham. Our
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best wishes go with those who are leaving: they will, of
course, join the Old Boy's Association and we shall
welcome them at Brigg at all times.

The Librarian wishes to thank Neave, Kennington, Marks
and Kemp for gifts of books to the Library. He will
welcome. further additions for the Winter Terms, especially
books for the younger boys.

We have had many invitations this term to the Electric
Playhouse. We thorougly enjoyed Miss Majorie Allen's
production of Ian Hay's" Sport of Kings" and the film
"The Last D lYSof Pompeii." The excursion to the Gull
Ponds was as popular as enr, thanks to the kindness of the
Chairman of the Governors. Sixteen boarders joined the
Party, which went to Leyburn to view the Eclipse: their
exp~riences are recorded elsewhere. The "Stay-at- Homes"
so;ne of who;n are usually loth to leave their beds, rose as
one man at an early hour to see all that could be seen from
the Playing Field.

There seems to be less interest in Photography this term,
judging by the rarity of floods in the hower Wash-Place,
but a considerable number of Boarders have been attracted
by the School Garden. The noise of hammers in the
workshop has not altogether been wanting after school
hours-a few budding carpenters have, by their industry
made useful additions to the equipment available for
cricket and athletics and for the changing room next to the
Swimming Bath. The willingness of these boys is to be
commended. Interest in Mr. Reed's acquarium grows, not
a few boys have made themselves useful and amused them-
selves by collecting more epecimens for it.

After having been Matron in the School House for three
years, Miss Gardiner is leaving us. She leaves England in
September, for India, and takes with her the best wishes of
everyone for her future happiness.

H.C.S.

SHEFFIELD HOUSE NOTE&

---

We are nearly at end of term and by the time these notes
are in print the destiny of the House Cup will probably be
known. Our only hope is that it will go to the right place.
We all know where that is. If we are unsuccessful it will
surely not be for wdnt of effort in football and cricket. In
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the former we garnered the full quota of points after a
great struggle with the School House. \Ve are on the way
to doing the same in Cricket having already gained the
maximum pts out of 32. The School House how~ver has
not yet been met and here again, as last term, a battle
royal is promised.

In spite of an effort last term to impress upon some of
our members the necessity of entering for the Athletic
Sports the number of entries has been poor especially from
the smaller boys. This is not be regretted and is bound to
have an effect on the ultimate destination of the Cup.
Entries for the Swimming Sports however have been better
but it will need a great effort on the part of our swimmers
to uphold the high reputation of our House. Let us hope
they will succeed.

E. LEVINSON.

VI TH FORM NOTES.

An eminent library official caused great consternation in
the form a short while ago by threatening to tender his
resignation. The decision was made following the los5
of one of the library books. Happily this catastrophe was
averted by another offi::ial, who searched for the missing
book and iound it. Thus a tense si tuation was relieved.

Tremendous enthusiasm was aroused at the beginning
of the term when one of the members of the form. having
attained his ambition by gaining a position in the eleven
celebrated the occasion by a shopping expedition, in which
he bought one (I) guaranteed leather bag, valued at one
(I) guinea. Conjecture is rife as to whether the establish-
ment patronized was \Voolworth's or Piper's.

For some unknown reason a few members of the form
wished to mark on the calendar July ~8th as a red letter
day, but another member objected to this, and gnashing
his teeth seized the offending calendar and rent it in shreds.
We are at a loss to explain this lamentable display of
childishness.

B.G.S. LIBRARY NOTES.

The B.G.S. Library is now a very useful and flourishing
part of the school life, the books contained in it being
such that there is a wide range of choice for both juniors
and seniors.
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At the beginning of the term the library was thoroughly
overhauled, and the addition of many new books together
with the renewal of some old ones has considerably
improved the selection. The dry books of the past have
now been thrown out to make way for the more suitable
novels of such celebrated authors as P. G. Wodehouse and
Victor Bridges.

Fint's have been found very useful for improving boys'
memorie,;, and those boys who, formerly, were in the
habit of leaving books at home now find it convenient to
return them within the time allowed.

Misuse of book,; is still a very serious problem a.nd an
appeal is made by the librarians to all boys to take
greater care of what is really their own property.

THE ECLIPSE EXPEDITION TO LEYBURN.

---
An important event this term has been the expedition

to Leyburn to see the eclipse of the sun from the region of
totality. The party numbered 3:2, including Mr. Daughton
and Mr. Thumwood. The train left Barnetby at 10 p.m.
The evening having passed pleasantly without incident,
about midnight those who had brought travelling rugs
unrolled them and got what sleep they could; but
the whistling roar as the train dashed through tunnels,
the brightly lightly carriages of passing trains and
the dimly visible and swiftly changing scenery, interested
us too much to allow sleep. Whenever the line approached
the road, long streams of brightly lighted cars could be
seen, all bound for the region of totality.

About 2 o'clock in the morning most of us felt a little
travel stained if not exactly tired, but a wash freshened us
up immensely,

The train was now approaching Leyburn and darkness
had already given place to a dim grey light which was
sufficient to give up some idea of the beauty of the scenery
of Wensleydale.

We reached our destination a little after 3 o'clock. We
jumped on to the platform with all our impedimenta.
The air was quite warm and the light was still faint.
We walked along the crowded platform and out into the
road, where a house had been turned into cloak and luggage
rooms. On the other side of the road, a bushy hedge gave
the place a quiet country look.
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Having left all unnecessary luggage and refreshed our-
selves with cups of tea, we walked towards the higher
ground. The light was now considerably stronger and it
was difficult to realise that it was only half-past three in
the morning, for the whole town seemed awake, shops
were open and newspapers were on sale everywhere at
treble the ordinary price. We walked along until we came
to a suitable spot by the side of a slate quarry. From the
large banks of grass-covered stone a good view could be
be obtained to the East and South-East.

We saw the sun rise ahout a quarter to five, but it was
soon obscured by a large bank of cloud. About an hour
later we saw the sun half-eclipsed, but the clouds closed in
again almost before the eye-screens could be. raised; the
most optimistic however still had hopes of seeing the
spectacle during totality.

As we were rather hungry by this time we ate our
breakfasts which we had brought with us. It was much
colder now than when we arrived.

As the time grew shorter it became doubtful if the sky
would clear. It began to grow gradually darker; the
landscape became less distinct, then suddenly the shadow
swept upon us; it became as dark as night; the sky
became a deep purple. Some stars could be seen where the
clouds had cleared and to the South-East there seemed to
be an orange light in the sky. Apart from a few whispered
comments there was silence and then when the 24 seconds
were over light returned with startling rapidity.

A little later we saw the sun about four-fifths eclipsed.
Then we walked along the picturesque cliff-top known as
the Shawl in order to pass the time until the train
departed. Here, in spite of a slight haze an excellent view
could be obtained of Wensleydale, and the misty Penhill
Beacon was an imposing sight.

The train left Leyburn at a quarter qast eleven and
arriving at leeds a little after one, we lunched and made a
rapid tour of the town; leaving again at a quarter to three,
we reached Barnetby a little before seven p.m.

We hope to make an expedition to Cornwall to see the
next total eclipse. ...

G. T. PEACOCK.
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THE ECLIPSE.

Wind, rain and darkness. Such were the elements that
thousands faced to get a glimpse of the sun's eclipse. A
few hours dash through tbe darkness, past sleeping home-
steads and ghostly cities, and then the dawn amidst the
Pennines. The light of day gradually chasing away the
clouds of night revealed to our sleepy eyes hills covered with
people. Ths sun had not yet risen, storm clouds darkened
the sky, the mists of dawn hung over the mountains, but
the optimism of the crowd remained undamped. Six
o'clock and still no sun; ten minutes past, the sun shone
through a halo of clouds and a murmour of relief arose,
for many feared that their journey would have been in vain.
The sun grew smaller as if some vague shadow were
blotting it out, encroaching upon it and eating it away
until nothing remainerl but a thin golden streak. A thrill
of expectation gripped the multitude as the sun died away
and a black circle appeared in its place around which
could be traced a thin red border. Darkness came upon
the earth, a blue, awe-inspiring gloom, enveloping every-
thing. Not a sound was heard, the birds had ceased to
sing and all animal life was dumbed by the mysterious
phenomenon. For a moment it seemed as if the earth had
reached its end, when, streamers of light, trailing ragged
banners of glory through the eastern sky sent a blaze of
fire across the celestial vanlts and gave to the sun a golden
aurecle of light like thd Phoenix, which after living five or
six centuries in Arabian desert burnt itself on a funeral pile
and rose from the ashes with renewed youth to live through
another cycle; thus did the sun shine again, bathing the
country side in an overwhelming shower of light. Ne'er did
sun more beautifully steep in its first splendour valley,
rock or hill.

R. M. MORGAN.

CRICKET NOTES.

REVIEW OF THE SEASON.

As in previous years we have enjoyed our fair measure of
success on the field having played 12 matches won 5 drawn
two and lost five. At least three of our defeats have been
by very narrow margins. The batting has been v'ery
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mercurial, sometimes rising to great heights, sometimes
descending to a very low level Levinson and Sumpter W
have been the most consistent bats often saving the
situation. Gibbon, Richardson, Thompson, Moody and
Oates have also batted well on occasion. The bowling has
been more consistent, the brunt being borne by Brown,
Gibbon and Clark J. who have each enjoyed a fair amount
of success. Our fielding has at timess uffered extraordinary
lapses notably in the away match with the Scunthorpe
P.T.C, but at others we have been above the average.
Taken all round the team has been a good one and has
successfully upheld the high tradition of former B.G.S.
elevens.

E. LEVINSON (Capt).

CRICKET CHARACTERS.

Levinson (Capt). A popular captain. A consistent bat
because of sound defence. A particularly good field.

Gibbon P. (Vice-Capt). An all rounder. Has performed
with moderate success with both bat and ball. At times
a hard hitting batsman. Bowling has improved since last
year but sends too many loose balls to be really successful.

Richardson G. Gave us high hope~ of a successful season
by a big score in the first match but has been a great
disappointment since. Has had no luck but when set is a
polished batsman. A good slip fielder.

Thompson. B. His seac;on has been interrupted by illness
but he has made several good scores. Possesses a nice
variety of strokes. Cood Fielder.

Bell A. E. Has been one of the disappointments of the
season and has failed to reproduce last years form.
Nervousness is his great drawback. He has shown us in
the past that he is a clever batsman.

Brown W. Has manfully borne the brunt of the bowling
this season with fair success. Apt to sacrifice length a
little for speed but otherwise a fine bowler and a valuable
asset to the side.

Moody R. Did not find his form until half-way through
the season but of late has been batting consistently. A
very stolid bat and not pretty to watch but a reliable man
in a crisis.
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Clark J. One of this seasons discoveries as a bowler.
Bowled with marked success at beginning of season.

. Illness inteIrupted his progress. A hard hitting batsman
on occasion and a useful all-rounder to the side.

Oates. A fast scorer when well set but too inconsistent
to be really successful. Has scored well on two or three
occasions and is capable of ahanging the fortunes of the
day by his rough treatment of the bowlers.

Sumpter \I\l. One of the most consistent bats of the side
and has run into the twenties many times this season.
Plays a perfectly straight bat which makes up for his lack
of inches.

SOl/th. Has improved tremendously this season especially
in his batting. A safe man behind the stumps where he
operates successfully.

Weightman. Has only come into the side lately. An
off break bowler who is dangerous when the wicket suits
him. Not afraid to "have a go" for the bowling when at
the crease.

Fytche. Another latecomer into the side. A reliable
bat with several good strokes. Good fielder at square leg.

SCHOOL v BRIGG TOWN at School. May 14-th.

For this first match school had the assistance of Mr.
Knight, Mr. Lamb, Mr. Morris and Mr. F. J. Reed. A
feature of Qur innings was a first wicket stand of 58 by
Richardson (36 not out) and Thompson (25) The School
made 80 for 3 but rain interfered with the Town's innings
and the match was left drawn.

SCHOOL.

Total (3 wkts)

36
25
o
o
7

12

80

Richardson, not out
Thompson, b Markham
Sumpter, b Markham
Bell, b Markham .n
Mr. Lamb, not out

Extras

Mr. F. J Reed, Mr Knight, Gibbon, Mr Morris, Clark J and
Brown W did not bat.
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SCHOOL v SCUNTHORPE P.TC. at Brigg. May 18th,

The visitors batted first and gave a poor display being all
out for 32. Gibbon and Brown bowled unchanged for the
school the former having the good analysis of 8 wkts for 7
runs. For the school Levinson was top scorer with 22.
Gibbon 16 and Sumpter 14 also batted well.

SCHOOL 1st Innings.

Richardson, c Seargent, b Johnson
Thomp8on, run out...
Gibbon. c Seargent, b Beacock
Levinson, b Beacock
Bell, lbw, b Turner
Sumpter W, b Beacock
Moody, b Johnson A.
Oates, not out
Scott, not out

Extrrs

4
3

16
22

8
14
5
7
3
6

88Total (7 wkt8)

Clark J and Brown did not bat.

SCHOOL v NORMANBY "A" at Brigg. May 21st.

The school had the assistance of Mr. Knight and Mr. F.
J. Reed and on our opponents suggestion 12 men were
played on each side. The school batting was ragged only
Mr. Knight (16) of the earlier batsmen reaching double
figures. A late stand by Clark J. and South improved
matters and we reached the total of 64. Normanby had
compiled 59 for 7 wkts when rain stopped play and the
match was left drawn.

SCHOOL.
Richard8on, b Jackson
'i'hompson, b Jackson
Sumpter, lbw, b Butler
Bell, b Jackson .. .
Gibbon, c Marris, b Jackson...
Mr. Knight, b Butler ...
Mr F J Reed, c Marris, b Raynor
Moody, c Thompson, b Raynor
Oates, b Raynor
Clark J, not out
South, b Raynor
Brown W, b butler

Extras

4
6
1
1
1

16
4
o
o

10
11
o

10

Total 64
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SCHOOL v DE ASTON G.S. at Brigg. May 25th.

The school batted first and Thompson (20) gave us a
good start. The feature! of our innings however was a
knock of 53 not out by Levinson. With Sumpter W. he
added 41 for the 5th wicket and was undefeated at the
close. This is the highest school score for many years.
We reached a total of 127 for 9 wkts and in an exciting
finish just managed to dispose of our oyponents before time
for a modest 44. Gibbon (34 for 19) and Clark J. (4 for 6)
bowled well.

SCHOOL.
Richardson, c Sullivan, b Thornton
Thompson, b Thornton
Gibbon. b Thornton
Levinson, not out
Bell. b Bennet. M
Sumpter, ht wkt, b Thornton
Moody, b Peel.,.
Oates, c Moore, b Peel
Clark J, lbw b Peel
South, c Fisher, b Bennet
Brown W, not out

Extras

Totol (for 9 wkts)

1
20

2
53

7
22

1
6
o
6
o
9

127

SCHOOL v CLEE G.S. at Clee. May 28th, 1927.

The School batting was again uneven only Clark J.
reaching double figures. Fytche (9) and Moody (8) however
also batted well. We reached a total of 43 but so well did
we howl that Clee were disposed of for 31. Clark J.
returned the remarkable analysis of 5 wkts for 0 runs.

SCHOOL.
Richardson, lbw b Ousley
Bell, c Popple, b Ousley
Gibbon, lbw b Ousley
Sumpter, ht wkt by Drury
Gates, b Drury ,..
Clark J, c Brackenbnry, b Drury
Fytche, not out . ..
Moody, lbw b Brackenbnry
South, run out ...
Scott, c Parr, b Lowe
Brown, b Drury ...

Extras

Tetal

3
o
1
1
o

15
9
8
1
o
3
2

43
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SCHOOL v GAINSBORO G.S. at Brigg. June 1St.

The School batted first on a wet pitch but so well did
Martlew and Race bowl for the visitors that we were
dismissed for the small total of 39. Fytche (10) and Moody
9 (]lot out) were the chief scorers. After a hard fight
Gainsboro passed our score and ultimately reached 54.

SCHOOL.
Riehardson, bRace
Levinson, lbw b Martlew
Gibbon, c Lax, b Ra.ce
Sumpter W, b Ma.rtlew
Bell, b Martlew
Clark J. lbw bRace
Fytche, b Martlew
Moody, not out
Oates, b Martlew
South, run out
Brown, b Martlew ...

Extras

Total

o
2
5
o
2
o

10
9
o
4
o
7

39

SCHOOL v DE ASTON G.S. at Market Rasen. June 8th.

De Aston took first knock and started disastrously.
They had only 'J7 on the board with 8 men out but a 9th
wicket stand of 51 made their score into a highly respect-
able 83. This score did not appear to be beyond us but he
again made a bad start and only Levinson (13) and Clark
J. (II) reached double figures. We made 53 and thus
suffered our second successive defeat, Brown bowled well.

SCHOOL.

Richardson, b Bennet M
Moody .R, b Benuet M
Gibbon, b Bennet M
Levinson, c Sullivan, b Bennet L
Bell A E, b Thornton ...
Sumpter W, lbw b Thornton ...
Clark J, b Peel J ..,
Oates, b Bennet L ...
South, not out ...
Scott, c and b Peel
Brown, c Fisher, b Peel

Extras

Total

o
3
4

13
o
6

11
4
2
o
o

10

53
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June 29th.SCHOOL v ELSHAM at Elsham.

We had the a,sistance of Mr. Knight and Mr. Lamb.
Elsham batted first and scored 91. \Ve began in a poor
fashion losing three men in the first over. Levinson (22)
however improved matters a little and a late stand by
South (7 not out) and Brown (12) gave us a chance of
victory but we only reached 62. Brown \V. (S for 27)
bowled well for the school.

SCHOOL.
Richardson, lbw b Beeston
'l'hompson, run out...
Fytche ht wkt b Beeston
Gibbon P.l'.J. c Etty, bEtty, b Kitchen
Levinson, b Dunn...
Moody It, b Andrew
Mr Knight, c Etty, h Dunn:
Mr Lamb, c Bains, b Dunn
Oates, b Andrews
South, not out .
Brown, c Willford, b Andrews

Extras

'l'otal

SCHOOL v E. URRY'S XI. at Brigg.

o
6. 0
4

22
4
1
9
o
7

12
3

62

July 2nd.

The school batted first and gave a consistent display to
reach a total of 76. Sumpter (10) and Oates (IS) were the
only men to reach double figures although several others
batted well. We appeared to have victory within our
grasp when our opponents had 4S for 9 but a last wicket
stand of 42 gave them the victory by II runs.

SCHOOL.
Moody R, b Turner
l'hoIDl'son E, b Markham
Richardson, b Markham
Gibbon, bUrry
Sumpter, bUrry
Bell, b Markham
Oates, Ibw b Markham
South, c Button, bUrry
Riggall D E, not out
Weightman, b Markham
Brown W, bUrry...

Extras

Total

9
5
2
9

JO
o

15
2
8
9
o
7

76
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SCHOOL v SCUNTHORPE P.T.C. at Normanby Park.

SCHOOL.
Moody R, b Hatfield
Richardson, lbw Johnson
Gibbon P J, b Johnson
Levinson E, b Johnson
Sumpter W, run out
Bell A E, b Beacock
Fytche, st Beacock
Oates, c Beacock, b Seargent
Weightman, cOtter, b Seargent
South,

"
not out...

Brown W, b Johnson
Extras. Total

23
o

35
o
o
3
3

27
11

o
o
7

109

SCHOOL v CLEE G.S. at Brigg July 18th.

SCHOOL.
Moody R, c Hutchinson, b Popple
Richardson, lbw b Oussey
Gibbon. c Hutchinson, b Oussey
Sumpter, lbw b Oussey
Bell A E, b Drury...
Fytche, c Leafe, b Drury
Oates, c Brackenbury, b Oussey
Suuth, lbw b lowe ...
Weightman, c Baker, b Hutchinson
Riggall, c Oussey, b Lowe
Brown W, not out ...

Extras

13
5
o

22
o
4
8
1

10
3

15
5

Total 88

SWIMMING,1927.

--
The inclemency of the weather at the beginning of the

Swimming Season somewhat retarded progress in this
branch of Sport, but during the last few weeks the Bath
has been a scene of much activity.

On going to press, the Swimming Sports, are in progress.
The results, up to the present, are as follows.

Under 14.
3 Lengths Handicap.
S Lengths Handicap.

not complete.

I Heaton A, 2 Hunsley, 3 Pateman.
I Ascott, 2 Heaton, third man did
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Neat Diving. I Temperton, 2 Lancaster, 3 Heaton.

Over 14.
3 Lengths Handicap. 1 Robinson] Wand Bell (dead Heat)

3 Hutchinson.
1 Length (Learners). I Newby, 2 Wilson H, 3 Fletcher A.

The 7 Lengths '(Senior), Neat Diving (Senior) and th~
Relay Race have still to bc decided.

The following boys have received 1 Length Certificates
this term (up to July 18th) Duffill, Waite F, Barnes J R,
Wilson H, Riggall F, Creasey, Brown N, Roberts A,
Cross F A, Lee], Butler, Wilson L, Clark], Neave W A,
Button, Holland.

With the above, the following is a complete list of
distances and swimmers.
3 Lengths. Harrison F W, Long, Drakes C E, Riggall D

E, Brown W, Horton, Shaw, Robins, Robinson, A R,
South, Hiies, Harrison J L, Mawson, Rose.

100 yds. Melton, Wilson W R, Temperton, Fletcher A,
Robinson S, Andrews F P Hodlin, Oates R, Kemp,
Rimmington V, Smith G W, Heaton.

220 yds. Prince, Ascott, Bigley, Marks, Whatt"am, Newby,
R ], Sass, Cross A B, Tinsley, Moody, Morgan,
Hunsley.

t mile or over. Bell, Thompson, Blanchard, Pool, Robinson
W J. Oates H M, Lancaster, Clark E R, Millman,
Robinson J E, Spilman, Stephenson L R, Hutchinson
E W, East, Barker.

Total Number of Swimmers-70.

G. W. SMITH.

THE SWIMMING SPORTS.

The swimming in most cases was good and some very
exciting races were witnessed. The overarm stroke was
probably used most although a number of competitors
favoured the side-stroke which Whattam especially and
Heaton have mastered thoroughly. Ascott, using the
overarm stroke put up a good race in the three lengths
under 14 and came in second although he started from
"Scratch." In heat 1 of the Junior 5 lengths Ascot again
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was victor. Hunsley dropping out exhausted. In heat 2
some amusement was caused by both Heaton and Temper-
ton over-balancing and two false starts being made
Laugter went up on all sides when Stephenson, Rose and
Shaw stood read V for the start for Rose seemed to need the
whole bath. A great tidal wave swept the bath, drenching
many spectators whp'11 Rose dived in. Someone wished
hard for a camera which came too late. A jolly good
picture these would have made.

F. \V AITE.

THE HEATS. Wed. July 13th.

Some good running, jumping and throwing was seen.
Poole and Brown T. E. jumped very well in Long Jump,
Div. B., Brown be~ng fitst, Pool second and R. A. Wrights
rather a dark horse to many people came third with a
good jump. In some cases the throwing was poor, many
people not reaching the fifty yards mark even in Div. B.

Some good high jumps were registered although Haines
met with a sad aceident by spraining his wrist making it
impossible for him to compete further. Some of the heats
were very fast while others were slow; but everyone tried
their best. In the Senior Long Jump W. Brown nearly
turned a somersault, and Blanchard nearly bounced as far
as he jumped to the amusement of the spectators. In the
quarter mile and half-mile the track was strewn with
exhausted boys, as though a bloodless bartle had taKen
place.

F. WAITE.

B.G.S. OLD BOYS' ASSOCIATION.

President: R. N. Sutton-Nelthorpe, Esq.
Vice-Presidents: Lieut-CoI. O. Sutton-Nelthorpe, D.S.O.,

Messrs. H. E. Bryant, A. S. Gibson, A. A. Rhodes,
H. F. Sergeant and G. Goodman.

Chairman: B. E. Spink, The Grange, Barrow.
V ice-Chairman: T. N. Sumpter, Fox Street, Scunthorpe.
Hon. Secretary: E. F. Brown, 63 Diana St., Scunthorpe.

Editor: J. Bridgewater, Angel Hotel, Brigg.
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Committee,'

E. A. Allins'1n, 17 Market Place, Barton-on-Humber.. G. A. Bell, Forester Street, Brigg.
H. Bryant, 347 Hainton Avenue, Grimsby.
W. C. Dickinson, 34 Cemetery Road, New Brumby,

Scunthorpe.
S. V. Eccles, 7 Cer:il Street, (~ainsborough.
J. G. Eccles, Bigby Street, Brigg.
W. J. Long, 2 Belgrave Terrace, Grimsby.
J. G. Marris, "Fintry," Kirton-in-Lindsey.
E. Naylor, \Vestlands, 'Vinterton, Scunthorpe.
A. Thompson, Penrose Villa, Epworth, Doncaster.

Owing to the fact that" copy" for this term's magazine
had to be in by July 18th, it was, of course, impossible to
include the report of the annual meeting and the associat-
ion's presentation of a gold watch to Mr. Bryant on Sport~
Day. Prior to this, the last important event was the
annual dinner, an account of which appeared in the last
"mag .. and little has happened in between.

The association is still flourishing and it is up to all
members to see that interest is not allowed to wane.
There are two ways they can do this; that is to pay
subscriptions regularly, and so enable the association to
carry out its aims; and to send information about them-
selves or other old boys, either to the editor, J. Bricigewater
Angel Hotel, Brigg, or the secretary, E. 1. Brown, 63 Diana
St., Scunthorpe. These two officials can hardly be expected
to know something about every old boy, and they
appreciate anything in the way of "news" or literary
contribution to make these notes brighter. Suggestions
for improvements macis at annual meetin~s are welcome,
but the most useful helpers are those who do something.
In the past the wt'lfare of the association has been left far
too much to one or two, particularly to our energetic
secretary E. F. Brown, for it is principally due to his
untiring efforts that the association is in the position it is
to-day.

It is vital for the pro~ress of the associotion that every
boy, when he leaves, should become a member. This is
certainly required if thc association is to continue. The
reasons why the association is worth joining are many and
most of them obvious. It helps boys to keep in touch with
one2 another in later life, a sentiment which they will find
grows stronger as they grow older. Further, one of the
foremost objects of the association is to give a helping hand
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to any boy requiring it in his start in life or if he has fallen
on bad times. This it has already done, and will do as far
as possible, and a special appeal is here made to all boys
leaving school to join the a9sociation, "for the more we
are together etc." .

As already stated there is little news of old boys to hand
this term.

We are pleased to hear that Percy Thomas of Scunthorpe
is making recovery from his illness.

Congratulations to "Sapper" Allison for having passed
the examination of A.M.LE.

M. Aitken is on the staff of a bank at Gainsborough.
F. Bell, who is studying engineering at Rugby, recently

injured hss arm whilst motor cycling but is recovering
favourably.

We learn that Alec More of Scunthorpe is about to take
the plunge of matrimony and he has our best wishes for his
future happiness.


